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read more of the Philadelphia Experiment on the /PX.htm page at  doc   pdf   URL   

 

note: because important websites are frequently "here today but gone tomorrow", the following was 

archived from http://peswiki.com/index.php/PowerPedia:Eric_Dollard on May 8, 2008.  This is 

NOT an attempt to divert readers from the aforementioned website.  Indeed, the reader should 

only read this back-up copy if the updated original cannot be found at the original author's site. 

 

Magneto-dielectric Energy link to Orgone Energy 
(PowerPedia) 

 

Introduction 

 

Eric Dollard is the only man known to be able to accurately reproduce many of Tesla's experiments 

with Radiant Energy and wireless transmission of power.  This is because he understands that 

conventional electrical theory only includes half of the story.  [StealthSkater note: some of Tesla's 

works have been archived on the "Science#Tesla" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

The typical Hertzian, electromagnetic field of Transverse Waves is the gross by-product of a much 

more powerful -- but hidden -- energy envelope which is manifested as Longitudinal Standing Waves in 

a scalar nodal matrix that is not propagated in the up and down, ocean wave fashion of Transverse 

Waves.  [StealthSkater note: also see the "Bearden" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

Tesla Magnifying Transmitter  

 

The "Tesla Magnifying Transmitter" is a converter which converts electromagnetic energy into what 

is called magneto-dielectric energy. 

 

Magneto-dielectric Energy link to Orgone Energy  

 

Eric: If you take a low pressure gas (in a bulb) and place it in 2 superimposed dielectric fields, then you 

get spiral formations such as Reich wrote about in his book Cosmic Superimposition.  These 

formations appear as spheres, galaxies, and other cosmic forms.  [StealthSkater note: also 

sounds like what the Montauk Project's Preston Nichols was allegedly generating (e.g., 

spinors and tensors) using the massive RF equipment and the Delta-T antenna.  See the 

"PX#Nichols" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

Documentaries on GoogleVideo  

 

NOTE: Borderlands have agreed to allow these to be online for the advancement of free energy 

technology. 

 

- the only successful demonstration of Tesla's Longitudinal Dielectricity ever made available to the 

public 

 

Tesla's Longitudinal Electricity  60 minutes  

A laboratory demonstration video with Eric P. Dollard & Peter Lindemann  
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If you’ve ever wondered if there is more to a Tesla coil than just making big sparks, then watch this 

video.  Borderland presents a series of experiments providing you with factual data on the reality of 

Tesla’s theories.  You will see experiments on 

● the One-Wire Electrical Transmission System 

● the Wireless Power Transmission System 

● transmission of Direct Current Through Space, and  

● a novel form of electric light which attracts material objects but repels a human hand! 

 

Also presented is a longitudinal broadcast from Borderland Labs to a nearby beach using the ocean 

as an antenna.  These experiments can be reproduced by any competent researcher -- there are no secrets 

here! 

 

Today’s conceptions of a Tesla Coil provide the researcher with little practical material.  Eric 

Dollard reintroduces the "pancake" Tesla Coils in a series of experiments taken directly from Tesla’s 

work.  No modern interpretations needed.  We went to the source … and it worked!  Construction details 

are given.  If you want to do some exciting, exploratory work into Tesla’s theories, then this video will 

certainly give you a good start. 

 

Transverse & Longitudinal Electric Waves  50 minutes  

 

Eric demonstrates the reality of longitudinal waves and their application to the natural transmission 

of electricity.  Analog computers (networks of coils and capacitors) are presented opening up an entire 

new field of electrical researches into the wave forms discovered and used by Tesla in his wireless 

power transmissions. 

 

You will experience the physical functions of the various waves via direct measurement inside the 

computer network.  The Longitudinal Magneto-Dielectric wave is shown to have a propagating velocity 

greater than the speed of light!  The transverse electromagnetic wave (in present use) is shown to be a 

retarded, unnatural form of energy transmission. 

 

A Multi-Pactor Orgone Detector is demonstrated indicating a relationship between dielectricity and 

orgone.  A competent researcher can duplicate the experiments on this video from the information given.  

Amaze your science teacher! 

 

Coverage  

 

1987: "Functional Thinking: An Interview with Eric Dollard" by Tom Brown. (Journal of 

Borderland Research Mar-Apr 1987).  Ties together Nikola Tesla, Viktor Schauberger, and Wilhelm 

Reich. Magneto-dielectric energy.  Organic form discharges of this mono-polar electricity / single phase 

electricity. 

 

Four Quadrant Theory of Electricity  

(Eric Dollard from "Functional Thinking") 

 

E: If we take Tesla's 3-phase electricity or rotating magnetic field, we find that it is based on the 

archetypal form known as the "Solar cross" or by various other names. 

 

T: Mandalas, medicine wheels? 

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-721789270445596549
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E: ...these are 4 quadrant types of forms -- a balanced cross as opposed to an unbalanced cross. 

 

T: This is where you get the Four Quadrant Theory of Electricity? 

 

E: Electricity has to be viewed from a four quadrant type of situation.  The right angle plays an 

extremely fundamental role in electricity.  It is generally a right angle phenomenon. 

 

(from Tesla's Longitudinal Electricity video): 

 

Tesla experimented with impulse current and oscillating current.  Our electricity is direct current and 

alternating current.  The Four Quadrant Theory of Electricity is: 

 

● Impulse Current 

● Oscillating Current 

● Direct Current 

● Alternating Current 

 

alternating current + direct current are transverse electromagnetic 

 

impulse and oscillating current are longitudinal di-electric 

 

 

William Baumgartner  

IWONE2001 Proceedings (no proceeding submitted by William Baumgartner on subject) Energy 

from Space through the Quadropole System of Nature  

 

Walter Russell 

 

 

Websites 

 

● Eric Dollard and Tesla on Borderlands -- Introduction to Dielectricty and Capacitance  

A collection of research and research materials for advanced research in understanding the true 

nature of Tesla's discoveries.  

 

● Tesla-Eric Dollard  page created by panacea-BOCAF  

 

● Radiant Energy - unraveling Tesla's greatest secret  

 

 

Books (available from http://www.borderlands.com/ ) 

 

● Eric P. Dollard, "Theory of Wireless Power" -- 69 pages (#B0082)  

This paper contains many essential formulae and supporting data necessary to understand 

the Transmission of Electrical Energy Without Wires. Discusses and diagrams the Marconi 

Wireless station based at Bolinas, California circa 1919. Unlike many erroneous modern 

theories of how Tesla achieved his goal, this paper is based on real work with a Tesla 

Magnifying Transmitter.  Illustrated with charts & diagrams. 

 

http://www.borderlands.com/dollardandtesla.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/TeslaEricDollard.htm
http://www.rense.com/general11/tesla.htm
http://www.borderlands.com/
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● Eric P. Dollard, "Introduction to Dielectric & Magnetic Discharges in Electrical Windings" (1982) 

-- 38 pages (#B0020)  

Eric Dollard’s work on the relationship of the dielectric and electromagnetic aspects of 

electricity is the most important breakthrough in modern day electrical research providing real 

avenues of research into Tesla’s secrets. Contains "Electrical Oscillations in Antennae and 

Induction Coils" by John Miller, 1919 -- one of the few articles containing equations useful to 

the design of Tesla Coils. 

 

● Eric P. Dollard, "Condensed Intro to Tesla Transformers" -- 70 pages (#B0018) 

An abstract of the theory and construction techniques of Tesla transformers written by one 

of the most brilliant modern day researchers into High-Frequency Electricity as pioneered by 

Tesla and Steinmetz.  Contains the article "Capacity" by Fritz Lowenstein -- assistant to Tesla 

in his research. 

 

● Eric P. Dollard, "Symbolic Representation of the Generalized Electric Wave" -- 86 pages 

(#B0080) 

Extension of the theory of versor operators and imaginary numbers to represent complex 

oscillating waves such as those encountered in the researches of Nikola Tesla and everywhere 

in Nature.  Theory of Free Electricity produced by rotating apparatus such as variable 

reluctance devices.  Waves flowing backwards in time are explored. 

 

● Eric P. Dollard, "Symbolic Representation of Alternating Electric Waves" -- 53 pages (#B0079)  

Introduction to the Four Quadrant Theory of Alternating Current which allows engineering 

of Tesla’s inventions.  Provides a more complete understanding of the use of versor operators 

(degrees of rotation) -- necessary to the understanding of the rotating magnetic field.  The 

process of the production of electrical energy using the neglected Quadrants of Growth is 

brought about via the use of these operators. 

 

● Eric Dollard, "Free-Energy Research" -- a collection of contributions to The Journal of Borderland 

Research - 28 pages (#B0460) 

This new book contains contributions that Eric has made to the Journal of Borderland 

Research.  It contains the key to unlock the Etheric aspects to Tesla technology.  Includes: 

Functional Thinking- an Interview with Eric Dollard; The Transmission of Electricity; 

Understanding the Rotating Magnetic Field; Introduction to Dielectricity & Capacitance. 

 

Contains mentions of Wilhelm Reich, Viktor Schauberger, Nikola Tesla, and Eric's 

thoughts on magneto-dielectric energy (which manifests in golden mean ratio form, resembling 

organic living forms). 

 

Documentaries (available from http://www.borderlands.com/ ) 

 

● "Tesla's Longitudinal Electricity" -- a laboratory demonstration video with Eric P. Dollard & 

Peter Lindemann - 60 minutes (#V0005) 

 

● "Transverse & Longitudinal Electric Waves" -- a laboratory demonstration with Eric P. 

Dollard - 50 minutes (#V0004) 

 

Longitudinal Energy in other videos 

 

Dr. Konstantin Meyl 

 

http://www.borderlands.com/
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"Power Engineering Scalar Field Theory - Faraday vs. Maxwell and Demonstration of Longitudinal 

Wave Transmission" , Konstantin Meyl (2003) 

 

This is Prof. Dr.-Ing. Konstantin Meyl's mind-blowing video lecture which explains how one can 

modify the basic equations of electromagnetic fields to include longitudinal waves which results 

in a true revolution in electromagnetics. 

 

This short but highly informative presentation is probably the only one in existence for English-

speaking audience to correctly expand the classical electromagnetic field theory to include 

longitudinal/Tesla waves.  The impact of such an expansion is immense and requires a complete 

change in thinking and a revision of the very foundations of Physics in general. 

 

Do scalar waves exist or not?  In Meyl's extended field theory, they come about naturally 

eliminating the need for any "exotic" theories such as superstrings, dark matter, revising even the 

theory of Relativity.  Meyl explains how Faraday's experiments were actually describing a much 

broader electromagnetics than was later derived by Maxwell and curtailed to an even more primitive 

state by others so that today's engineers are literally handicapped when using it. 

 

The missing experimental pieces eventually came from the work of Tesla.  A small version of his 

wireless transmission of energy is demonstrated here, carrying electrical energy without losses to the 

other side of the table with an "impossible" 1.5 times the speed-of-light. 

 

During this amazing lecture, Meyl takes you through the forgotten ideas of Nikola Tesla and 

explains how they are the missing pieces which prevented scientists to reach the goal of a 

comprehensible unified field theory. 

 

Along the course, he also discusses many new applications which can now be not only better 

understood but also built and used in our everyday life. 

 

Presented at the first Nikola Tesla Energy Science Conference&Exposition 2003 in 

Washington DC before an astonished audience who just couldn't believe what they were seeing.  110 

min. long.  A must see for everyone! 

 

Colorado Spring Notes  

 

"On page 14 of this document you will find the basis for the Eric Dollard experiments-jw"  

 

See also  

● PowerPedia:Radiant Energy  

● PowerPedia:Peter Lindemann  

PowerPedia main index  

PESWiki home page  

PES Network, Inc. 

 

 

http://peswiki.com/index.php/PowerPedia:Radiant_Energy
http://peswiki.com/index.php/PowerPedia:Peter_Lindemann
http://peswiki.com/index.php/PowerPedia:Peter_Lindemann
http://peswiki.com/index.php/Main_Page
http://peswiki.com/index.php/pureenergysystems.com
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if on the Internet, Press  <BACK>  on your browser  to return to 

the previous page  (or go to www.stealthskater.com) 

else if accessing these files from the CD in a MS-Word session, simply <CLOSE> this 

file's window-session; the previous window-session should still remain 'active' 

 


